
Your trailer - custom-made

Minitrailer
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This is why Blomenröhr Minitrailers are longer-
lasting than other trailers
– even in hard use at construction sites:

Serial equipment
Pictures partly with supplemental equipment. Technical modifications reserved. This information is supplied without liability.
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Maintenance free, oversized rubber spring axle

Self-sustaining strong chassis construction, electrically 
welded

Impregnated wooden floor with tongue and groove 
30mm thick

Ramps made of steel with surface of perforated plates, 
sideways adjustable

Two pair of lashing hooks in the floor with 1500daN

4 lashing hooks in all corners, 2000daN

Guard between the ramps

Fixed supports at the ramps

Strong support wheel (min. 400kg load capacity)

Mudguard made of steel, strongly welded to chassis 
and accessible

Strengthening of the sidewalls 

Ramming protection and climbing aid, for export also 
with front side protection

Back lights and locks protected by steel frames

High ground clearance of >25cm

Here with height adjustable drawbar and truck 
coupling

all Minitrailers can be built to the customer‘s request - other loading measures or equipment are possible



Height adjustable drawbar (up to 3150kg TW) Height adjustable drawbar (model 441/3500) Big support wheel with 700kg support load - 
mounted at the strengthened frontwall

Shelf for excavator shovel - Hardwood wedge 
and/or tray table mounted at the front wall

Box made of zinc coated steel sheet and warning 
signs

Closed loading ramp, 1x lengthway divided

Ramps inserted underneath the loading area, with 
rear lid

Varnishing in the colour at buyer‘s option instead 
of galvanizing

Double storage box - to be loaded from above 
and through flaps from the sides

The accessory

as well without photos: different loading measures, net hooks, further lashing points, spare wheel and holder, winch, ramps with wooden surface etc.



Special vehicles

Minitrailer with section in front, closed loading 
ramp with wooden surface

Minitrailer with mounted compressor and 
aluminium-chequer plate floor

Minitrailer with attachment for leaves and box at 
the front wall

Tarpaulin top, strong support wheel and height 
adjustable drawbar

Minitrailer for the transport of lifting platform
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